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This newsletter is published bi-monthly to feature model 
aircraft building and flying and to report on aeromodelling 
events  in Australia and New Zealand. 
 
Contributing material and requests for inclusion on the distri-
bution list may be forwarded to — 

John Lamont 
Unit 5, 1326 Main Road, Eltham, 3095 
Ph: 03 9431 0044 
Mob: 0415 384 823 
E-mail: jlamont2@bigpond.com 
 
Visit our website at -  
      https://sites.google.com/view/australian-model-news/

We seem to have got to the point where our State Govern-
ment masters have now decided that the Covid pandemic 
has passed its peak and have finally agreed to let it run its 
course.  
 
It makes you wonder why we had to endure more than two 
years of limitations and lockdowns before it was finally 
acknowledged that the virus was here to stay and we should 
start to live with it rather than try to eliminate it.  
 
Thankfully most of our restrictions have been lifted and aero-
modelling events are once again taking place all over the 
country. I was still somewhat restricted in my activities by 
medical concerns but my last bit of surgery saw me leave 
hospital with a pacemaker wired in to keep my heart rhythm 
at a suitable level. This seems to be doing a good job so I'm 
hopeful that I will be able to make solo trips to attend  events 
that are not too far away from Melbourne.  
 
In the meantime I am very grateful for any photos and re-
ports of events from modellers in other states and from our 
friends in New Zealand. 
 
 
John Lamont 
 
 
 
 
 

  On the Cover. 
    Alan Foley's "Jaguar" autogyro in flight at P&DARCS 

    From the Editor 

https://sites.google.com/view/australian-model-news/home
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I suggested to our Free Flight Downunder editor that I wanted to  put 
together a story about Adrian Bryant following his recent passing, a 
story in tribute to a long-time and very successful Australian modeller 
who not only loved our hobby, or sport, as it later became, but one who 
also did so much for it over the years.   
 
Without Adrian Bryant, there would be no West Wyalong flying field 
and nor would there have been a magazine called Model News  an 
Australian publication of many years ago dealing with model aircraft 
and related hobbies that graced the newsstands in the 1950’s and into 
1960’s.    
 
I therefore only came across Adrian once or twice in those early days 
because I didn’t start flying free flight until 1964, while I slowly 
converted my focus from R/C aerobatics.  Both of us knew who the 
other was, but I really only had a sketchy understanding of where 
Adrian fitted into the overall scheme of things, I knew he was an 
important guy in our hobby, but I didn’t, and still don’t, have enough 
detailed knowledge of Adrian to write a tribute of my own.                                              
 
My request for input was answered by some who were able to help, 
and I give them my sincere thanks as they’ve provided valuable input . 
 . 
                                                          
                                                                   Mike Pettigrew 

 

Adrian not so long ago winding and launching an old Wakefield helped by 

his daughter Joanne.  

         Adrian with an A/2 glider at the Toowoomba Nationals in 1953/54.   

Adrian winding a Wakefield at the Traralgon Nationals in 

1955/56.  

Adrian Bryant 
 November 1930 - December 2021  
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VFSAA  SPORTSCALE  at  P&DARCS 

Rob MacDonald's ARF Piper "Cherokee". Peter Mack's ARF Piper "Super Cub". 

                    RESULTS 

Flying Only 

1. Keith Quigg (Laser) 

2. Rob Mac Donald (Piper Cherokee) 

3. Tony Grieger ( Piper Cub) 

 

F4C 

1. David Law (Pitts S-2) 

2. Noel Whitehead ( CT- 4) 

 

F4H 

1.  Mellisa Law (Decathlon) 

This event by the VFSAA at P&DARCS field was one of the early 
competitions after the lifting of the Covid regulations.  
The weather turned out brilliantly in the morning with a 90° wind 
change in the afternoon necessitating a change of strips.  
 
Attendance was reasonable considering the lengthy interval  we have 
endured between events.    

Keith Quigg's ARF Piper 'Pawnee". 
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Tony Grieger's 1/3 scale clipped wing "Cub". 

Noel Whitehead's scratch built CT-4. 
From left - Rob McDonald, David Law, Melissa Law, Brian Whellan, Cliff McIver, 

Tony Grieger and Melissa Law with David Law's Pitts and Mellisa's Decathlon.  David Law starting the motor in his Pitts S-2. 

David Anderson in deep conversation with Cliff McIver. 
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I was bought up in the country until we moved to the Melbourne suburbs 
when I was about 7 years old. At that time all I knew of model aircraft 
were the Airfix models that came in clear plastic bags that I bought from 
the newsagent. I spent most of my holidays at my Grandmothers house in 
Strathmore which was about five minutes bike ride from Essendon Airport. 
Grandma would make me sandwiches and a bottle of cordial and then I 
would ride to the airport and sit and watch the aircraft come and go all 
day. I was also fortunate that one of my Uncles owned and flew a Tiger 
Moth  but he passed away before I could thumb a lift. 
 
I had never seen control line flying until I saw some boys flying in the park 
over the road from Grandma’s. Needless to say I was hooked. After much 
nagging my parents bought me my first motor for Christmas, a Taipan 2.5 
diesel and that motor powered all of my aircraft as they couldn’t afford to 
buy me any more. One day I rode over to Caulfield Racecourse because I 
heard that there were a few boys that flew there and that’s when I saw it, 
the "Thunderbird" !! It was a large aircraft for it’s day with a 54” span and a 
beautiful elliptical wing – the wing was what attracted me to it and I had to 
have one. 
 
I managed to obtain a plan from someone and it was well used. It looked 
as though a couple of models were built over it without any protective 
covering (wax paper) so it was in a few torn pieces but I managed to trace 
the ribs onto paper then transferred the images to balsa. A few nights and 
a packet of Band Aids later I managed to cut all of the parts out with a 
blunt single edge razor blade. I had never built a tapered wing before but 
it came out ok and it flew well. 17 years of age and cars and girls 
appeared on the horizon so modeling took a back seat until my late 20’s. I 
can’t remember what happened to the Thunderbird but I have always 
loved the model and thought about converting one to r/c, so I did. 
 
I stayed with the plan except for the wing which had two thin balsa spars 
at the front 3/16th” square and even thinner ones at the back 1/8” square. I 
thought the wing would clap it’s hands in no time so I replaced them with 
carbon fiber rods and did that make a huge difference !! I built the “in line” 
version but I was also surprised to find out there is a radial version as well 
with a slightly different fuselage and tail fin. Something else I noticed was 
looking at the plan the left wing was one bay longer than the right. A 
phone call to Darryll Cope and he told me that it was common in control 
line models, something I never noticed years ago. I think it’s because the 
outer wing is flying faster than the inner wing so it needs less lift – correct 
me if I’m wrong. Anyway when I had the plan copied I had it done in 
reverse so now I have two wing halves with the correct length so all I did 

was to tape them both together and viola ! one complete wing plan 
to build over. The Thunderbird is a typical design of this style of 
aircraft ie: short coupled, forward mounted undercart and a long 
nose so I didn’t think I would have trouble with it being tail heavy. 
Radio installation was a little tight because of the narrow fuselage 
but plenty of room for slim line batteries. I bought two 2200Mha and 
piggybacked them so they easily fitted in the battery bay. The motor 
is accessible from the bottom with plenty of cooling from under and 
the “in line” cowl on the top. 
 
Livery is as close to original as I could source. Covering is Solartex 
with black lacquer trim and the graphics are computer generated 
and cut from vinyl. 

                                                                                        Thommo 

Laser cut ribs with carbon fibre spars,  I hate cutting ribs so I bought a 
short kit from Bellaire in the UK.  

Covering is red Solartex with black spray can trim and white pin 

striping tape. Computer cut vinyl graphics finish it off. I should have 

painted those control horn plates red to match the Solartex. 

           Fuselage half assembled with a balsa cowl in grey primer. 

From C/L to R/C, again! 
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David Law receiving the Monty Tyrell award for Best Model from 

P&DARCS President Keith Quigg. 

                             Ben Bratoiu won the Best Jet award. 

                         Brian Evans won the Best Warbird award.                           Rob McDonald won the best Civilian Award. 

MONTY TYRELL  

    MEMORIAL  

  SCALE RALLY 

With Covid restrictions reduced and after a small attendance last year 
this event made a good comeback with twenty six entries and forty six 
models on display. The weather was perfect and there were very few 
losses. 
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Rob McDonald's Graupner ARF Piper "Cherokee" won the Best Civilian award.  

Model is  2.2m wingspan and powered by an OS 120 four stroke engine. 

          Brian Evans' scratch built Hawker "Fury" won the Best Warbird award. The model has a wingspan of 1.8m and is powered by a DLE 30cc petrol engine. 

David Law's ARF F-22 "Raptor" won the Monty Tyrrell award for 2022.   The model has a wingspan of 1.8m and is 

powered by twin turbines. 

      Ben Bratoiu's ARF Eurofighter "Typhoon"  won the Best Jet award. 
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                 Brian Evans' Sopwith "Camel" is built from a Balsa USA kit. The model has a wingspan of 2m and is powered by a OS FG40 four stroke engine. 

Roly Gaumann's  ARF Bücker "Jungmeister" is 1/4 scale and powered by a 

22cc OS petrol engine. 

                                                           Roly Gaumann's  foam ARF Boeing 737 spans 1.8m and is powered by 70mm diameter electric fans. 

             Shane Orchard's electric powered  Messerschmitt  Bf.109 is built from a short kit by Manzano Lazerworks. The model spans 2m and only weighs 4.5kg. 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) (Photograph by Chris Daley) 

Roly Gaumann's ARF Wilga is 1/5 scale and has a wingspan of 2.2m.  The 
model is powered by  a 22cc OS petrol engine. 
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                                                                                                  Mike Farnan's Horizon ARF Focke-Wulf 190 is 1.5m wingspan. 

             

David Anderson's ARF Sopwith "Camel" as flown in WW1 by Captain 

Arthur Cobby of No.4 Squadron AFC. The model is Saito 60T powered with 

a wingspan of 1.55m. 

                    David Harris'  ARF Grumann "Hellcat" spans  1.9m.     Bell "Jet Ranger", Cobra AH-1 and Hughes 500MD helicopters by David Harris. 

 Peter Mack's ARF A6M5 Zero was purchased from Shane Orchard after a crash and repaired by Peter. The model spans 2.3m  and Is powered by  a Saito90R3 90cc 

                Mark Collin's scratch built De Haviland "Dragon Rapide". 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 
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I could not find any information on this Dassault "Mirage". Nice model, 

looks like an ARF. 

Ben Bratoiu's Eurofighter is fitted with an effective smoke system, 

highlighting its aerobatic capability. 

Australian  Model  News 

     A 1:1 scale wedge tail eagle, a perfect flying machine in our circuit. 

1:9 scale scratch built DHC Caribou by David Chivers. The model has a 

wingspan of  3.36mand is powered by DLE 35RA  engines. 

A 1:10 scale scratch built Douglas C-47 by Ken Madill has a wingspan of 

3m and is electric powered. 

 Keith Quigg's Piper J3 Cub is a 1/3 scale ARF with a wingspan of 3.5m and 

powered by a DLE 60cc petrol engine. 

Ian Farrar's scratch built Albatros D.III is 1/4 scale with a wingspan of 

2.25m. Powered by a NGH 38cc four stroke petrol engine. 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 
(Photograph by Chris Daley) 
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Melissa  Law's 1/4 scale Decathlon is a modified ARF. The model has a 

wingspan of 2.3m and is powered by a RCGF 35cc engine.. 

A Phoenix ARF 1.5m wingspan Vought F4-U 

Corsair  by Bruce Clark. powered by Evolution 10cc engine. 
This 1.6m wingspan Flair Fokker D.VII by Chris Eeles is electric powered. 

ARF Stinson "Reliant" by Mike Christoph has a wingspan of 2m and is 

powered by a RCGF 30T engine. 

Mike Christoph's Smith "Miniplane" is built from a kitand has a wingspan 

of 1.4m. Powered by a n ASP 61FS engine. 

                                                                                                    Brian Evans' scratch built Hawker "Fury" lifts off. 

                    No information on this model of the T - 28 "Trojan". 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) (Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 

(Photograph by Chris Daley) 
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I borrowed this report from Harry Bailey's Australian Control Line 
News to re-acquaint many of our older readers with the novelty of 
carrier deck landings. The semi-scale models are equipped with a 
third line to control the engine speed and a retractable arrester hook 
to stop the model on the deck if the flyer is good enough to manage 
this tricky manoeuvre. 
 
It seems that the last official Navy Carrier competition at Frankston 
was on February 2015 with HMAS Seaford set up on the small grass 
circle close to the barn. Other attempts have been made to use the 
carrier deck but the weather, lack of entries or many other reasons 
prevented the events from going ahead. In February 2017 the deck 
inside the trailer was rolled out ready for use with some models 
pictured along side it but it did not get used. So that makes it around 
five years since the last Navy Carrier competition.. 
 
 

Our contest calendar had a Carrier Deck contest listed for March 20th 
so the deck was set up and five US Navy models were made ready to 
be put through their capabilities to do a take off and seven timed fast 
laps. Following the fast laps it’s time to throttle back and do seven 
timed laps as slow as possible without touching the ground (water). 
Now comes the tricky bit, lower the arrester hook and land the model 
on the deck using the cross deck ropes to stop the models motion. 
Maximum points if you manage it on your first pass and lose points 
the more attempts you make. The calm weather on the day helped 
greatly with the slow laps.                                               
                                                                                          Harry Bailey 

CARRIER DECK FLYING at  CLAMF 

                 Models lined up on the deck of HMAS Seaford. American aircraft dominate - a Seafire, Sea Fury,or even a Sea Mew would be a welcome addition. 
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                                A sudden death approach by a Corsair.         This Hellcat didn't make it to the deck and crashed into the sea (grass). 

        RESULTS 
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The 30th Banjo Paterson Scale Rally was held on the weekend of 
Saturday 19th and Sunday 20th February 2022 at Orange which is two 
hundred kilometres west from Sydney in the Central Tablelands of 
NSW. Orange Model Aircraft Club Inc. has held this Scale Rally Event 
without interruption since 1992. 
 
For the past eighteen years it has been held at our Borenore flying 
field facility fifteen kilometres from Orange CBD. As the first rally 
event held for 2022 it was hoped that the weather gods would be kind 
and it was anticipated that the event would be well attended as in 
previous years however, with Covid 19 still creating problems with 
travel and accommodation for some visitors it was possible that entry 
numbers could be down. However entries were as normal as past 
events with twenty three pilots registered to participate and forty five  
aircraft across the four categories of Large Military (10), Small Military 
(4), Large Civilian (14) and Small  Civilian (17). Participating visitors 
came from Sydney and surrounds, ACT, Blue Mountains, South 
Coast, Central Coast and the North Coastal regions.                                                                                                                       
 
Weather for the weekend could be referred to as unsettled with above 
average wind velocity on Saturday morning that made for very little 
airborne activity until early afternoon when a considerable number of 
flights were made.  Sunday dawned a great day and the usual OMAC 
full sit-down breakfast was enjoyed by many of our visitors.                                                                              
 
Judging for Pilot’s Choice, first and second place getters for each 
category was carried out by the participating modellers who, after 
considering the standoff scale outline of the aircraft and the realism in 
flight of the aircraft over the weekend, recorded their votes.                                                          
The winning pilots were rewarded with:  
A cash prize of $75.00 + Trophy for pilot’s choice "Best of Event".                                                                      
A cash prize of $50.00 for First Place + Trophy in each category.   
A cash prize of $25.00 for Runner Up + Trophy in each category. 
 
The following 30th BPSR 2022 participants were rewarded for their 
efforts in producing and flying their aircraft. 
 
Pilot’s Choice Winner  Graeme Brown  S.E.5a                                                           
Small Military First Place Bill Mansell      PT-19                                                                        
Small Military Runner Up Chris Stammers   Corsair                                                                       
Large Military First Place Graeme Brown  S.E.5a                                                        
Large Military Runner Up Steve Miller  Corsair                                                                         
Small Civilian First Place Adam Poge  Shock Cub                                                                 
Small Civilian Runner Up Alexander Pardy Stinson Reliant                                          
Large Civilian First Place Ron Clark  Pitts                                                                                          
Large Civilian Runner Up Mike Hage  Scrub Cub       

BANJO PATTERSON 

SCALE  RALLY  

2022 

 

                     First place in Small Civilian, Adam Poge. 

                         First place in Large Military, Graeme Bown. 

                   Trophies were awarded to the winners in each section. 
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                                                                 Graeme Brown won the Pilot's Choice and the Best Large Military award with his S.E.5a. 

                             Runner Up in Large Military, Steve Miller.                                 Runner Up in Large Civilian, Mike Hage. 

                                 First Place in Larger Civilian, Ron Clark.                            Runner Up in Small Military, Chris Stammers. 
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                            First place in Small Military, Bill Mansell.                        Runner Up in Small Civilian, Alexander Pardy. 

                          Steve Miller's Mitsubishi A6M5 Zero in flight.                                  Dalton Pardy's P-51D Mustang in flight. 

                         Robert Haig's Fairey Flycatcher lifting off.                           Ray Ogle's Curtiss P-40 in Russian colours. 

                        Robert Haig's Pietenpol Air Camper in flight.                                            +Mike Hage's Scrub Cub. 
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                                     OMAC breakfast was welcomed.                                                    On the flight line. 

                           Overhead view of the models being judged.                                                    On the flight line. 

                             Chris Stammer's F4U Corsair landing.                                                 Warbirds on display. 

                Andrew Dore's Stinson Reliant on a landing approach.                     Adam Goulding's Cessna 188 crop duster landing. 
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  FOR  SALE 
For sale at West Wyalong, or call or e-mail to reserve. Cash payment required. 

CONTACT 

Grant Manwaring 

E-mail: grantandmary7@gmail.com 

Mobile: 0402133379 
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No.        Make and model   
 

223  ASP 65R FS (0.65 ringed)   

195  Cipolla 120 4T TSV (rotary valve)     
  93 Condor 91 (rotary valve)    

115  Condor 120 (rotary valve)     
191 Conley 120 (single,DOHC) 
192  Conley 120 (single, DOHC)     
203  Damo FS 218 (flat twin), 18cc     
125  Enya 35-4C     
124  Enya 40-4C    

  52 Enya 40-4C 

237  Enya 41-4C   

291 Enya 41-4C Diesel.( Has been test run)   

 10   Enya 46-4C  

122  Enya 46-4C Mk2     
212 Enya 53-4C 

123  Enya 53-4C     
215 Enya 53-4C 

119  Enya 60-4C      

110  Enya 80-4C     
  78  Enya 90-4C     
  24 Enya 120-4C     
284 Enya 120-4C (not in box, used) 
120  Enya R120-4C     
181  Enya R120-4C GP (pump)    
245  Enya R155-4C    
  55  Enya VT-240 (Vee twin)    
251 Erickson FE-120 (unconventional layout)    
252 Erickson FE-120 (unconventional layout) 
199  Green G-30 (single, sleeve valve)    
216  Green G-60S (single, sleeve valve)    
217 Green G-60S (single, sleeve valve) 
198  Greencap G-60 (flat twin)    
  73  Greencap 60 (inline twin)    
  38  H.P. 21-VT     

  48  H.P. 25-VT   

116  H.P. 49-VT    

  37  H.P. 61-VT    

174 Jupiter 220 (flat twin) 36cc. 
  19 Kalt 45 FC-1    

  16 Kalt 45 FC-1 (used). 
231  Kavan FK-50 (flat twin), 50cc. Scaled down Continental full size aircraft motor.   

  59  Laser 45   

186  Laser 50   

    7  Laser 61   

121  Laser 75   

    8  Laser 90   

  47  Laser 120 (Vee twin)   

   

 

  FOR  SALE 
     THIS UNIQUE COLLECTION  OF FOUR STROKE MODEL ENGINES IS OFFERED FOR SALE  AS ONE LOT.                                              

                                                                                  CONTACT 

                                                                               Anthony Mott 

      E-mail: ammott@bigblue.net.au 

                                                                Phone: 0408360724 

   (All engines are single cylinder, except where noted otherwise.) 
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  61 Laser 150 (Vee twin) 
189 Laser 180 (Vee twin) 
108 Magnum 91 S 

  36 Magnum1.2 S 

175 Magnum 1.82 (Vee twin) 
239x Magnum 2.40 (Vee twin) 
187  Magnum Hi-Max .91 S            

  88  Magnum Hi-Max 1.20 S   

109  OPS 20-4 OHC RCA    

  75  OS  Wankel 30 Mk.l  

  87  OS  Wankel 30 Mk.2 (49-PI)   

  74 OS  Wankel 30 Mk.2 (49-PI) 
224 OS  Wankel 30 Mk.2 (49-PI) (used) 
190  OS  FS-26 Surpass    
261 OS  FS-30 Surpass   

  89  OS  FS-40    

  62  OS  FS-40 Surpass    

  63 OS  FS-40 Surpass 

  17 OS  FS-48 Surpass    

238  OS  FS-52 Surpass   

293 OS  FS "a" 56 Surpass   

294  OS  FS "a" 56 Surpass 

113     OS  FS-60  (Original version) 
  18    OS  FS-60  (Last version of the FS-60 series, there were four versions of this motor designation.)   

  83  OS  FS-61     

  43 OS  FS-61 

185 OS  FS-70 Surpass    

295 OS  FS-70 “Ultimate” 
170  OS  FS-75    

  64  OS  FS-80    

  45 OS  FS-90 (used) 
  98  OS  FS-90      
182 OS  FS-91 Surpass    
241 OS  FS-91 Surpass II Pump    
  84  OS  FS-120     
  35  OS  FS-120 Surpass     
209 OS  FS-120 Surpass Mk2    
208  OS  FS-120 Surpass SF (supercharged)    
240  OS  FS-120 Surpass Mk3          
290 OS  FS-200 S    

  32  OS  FT-120 Gemini  (flat twin)     
  26 OS  FT-120 Gemini ll  (flat twin) 
233  OS  FT-240 Super Gemini  (flat twin)    

200  OS  FT-320 Pegasus  (flat four) 
53 OS  FF-240 Pegasus  (flat four)     
218 OS  FR5-300 Sirius (Five cylinder radial)     
283 OS  IL-300 (Four cylinder in-line, 50cc)          

255 RCV 58    
247  RCV 60   

256 RCV 90    
248  RCV 120   

101  R.V.E. 60 (Robinson Vertical Engine) A rather crudely built motor from England that is a unique collectors item.  
  11  Saito FA-30    

249 Saito FA-30 S   

  12  Saito FA-40     
  13  Saito FA-40 Mk3     
196  Saito FA-40 Special   

  30  Saito FA-45    

133 Saito FA-45 

278 Saito FA-45 

197  Saito FA-45 Special   

  29  Saito FA-50    
243  Saito FA-56    
202  Saito FA-60 T (flat twin)      
  31  Saito FA-65 

257 Saito FA-72   
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257 Saito FA-72 

 49 Saito FA-80 

 42 Saito FA-80 (flat twin, modified to two carbs, used) 
 92 Saito FA-80 T (flat twin) 
126 Saito FA-90 T (flat twin) 
222 Saito FA-91 S 

258 Saito FA-100  
259 Saito FA-100 

225 Saito FA-100 T (flat twin) 
  23 Saito FA-120 

103 Saito FA-120 S 

201 Saito FA-120 S DP (flat twin) 
180 Saito FA-130 T (flat twin) 
250 Saito FA-180 S 

244 Saito F-170 R3 (three cylinder radial) 
242 Saito FA-182 TD (twin) 
260 Saito FA-200 T (twin)   

269 Saito FA-220 (Zeus) 36cc. (serious motor)   

  22  Saito FA-270 T (flat twin)   

226  Saito FA-300 T-DP (flat twin)   

234  Saito FA-325 R5 (Five cylinder 50cc radial)   

227  Seidel ST-540 (five cylinder 44cc radial)  
230 Seidel ST-996 (nine cylinder 90cc radial) 
  85 Technopower ‘big bore’ (five cylinder radial)   

177 Technopower (seven cylinder radial)    

273 Technopower (seven cylinder radial, used) 
205  Vega .25 (All Vega engines are “side valve” construction style).  

193  Vega .61   

220  Vega .50T (flat twin)    

206  Vega .91   

207  Vega 180T (flat twin)   

  21  Webra T4-40    

  60  Webra T4-40 ABCD (rear induction).         
    5 Webra T4-60   

  86  Webra T4-80   

  94  Webra T4-91 (“big bertha”- an early, heavy unit)    

246  YS FZ 53   

236  YS F-91 AC   

178  YS F-120    

235  YS F-120 AC   

 

  

                                                         A random selection from the engines listed. All engines listed are "New in Box" unless otherwise stated. 
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SCALEMASTERS   
9th -10th April  2022  

at SSL Field, Milang.  

  

Everything is on schedule for the Scalemasters event on the 9-10th 
April at SSL Field Milang.  

 The location is 1197 Nine mile road, Milang. From South Terrace 
(B37), Strathalbyn, turn left at the United Petrol Station and follow the 
road for 13km towards Milang. You will see some banners on the left 
indicating the northern gate entrance. Car parking will be along one of 
the boundary fences on the upwind side of the field. This will be 
determined by the prevailing wind on the day. 

 Adherence to the prevailing COVID procedures including COVID check
-in may be required each day. In addition all visitors (i.e. Non SSL 
members), will be required to sign the visitors book. 

Power, water and toilets are available as are battery charging power 
outputs for electric models. There will be a donation tin to help cover 
the cost of providing these facilities in a remote location.  

Still plan to BYO some food & drink but I have arranged for Milang 
Bakery to come out to the field at 1030am each day to sell a selection 
of bakery items i.e. Pies, Pasties, Sausage Rolls , Sandwiches and 
Cakes as well as cold drinks. Cash only accepted for payment so 
make sure you have some available. 

I have had emails from just 7 people so far and I know from experience 
that there will be more than that turn up. If you haven’t yet replied just 
drop me a line to let me know if you plan to come, even if you are only 
staying for a short time. This will help get the catering right. Please 
circulate this email to anyone who might be interested even just to have 
a look at a different approach to aeromodelling. 

The autumn weather forecast is generally fine. Either way, if you turn up 
early, like 7am early you are almost guaranteed to get some calm flying 
conditions at this time of year. 

There are four categories: 

Free Flight Scale (Trophy Awarded) 
Free Flight Sport 
Small RC Assist Scale 
Small RC Assist Sport 
Models may be Electric, IC or rubber powered or even a glider. 
 

Steve Nelson 
Convenor 
snelson330@gmail.com 

mailto:snelson330@gmail.com
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(In Dec ’22, the GBRCAA changed the Clubman Schedule completely rendering the first edition of my book useless!  So, I set to in the next few weeks and re-wrote two chapters 

as well as adding in some Annexes.  Edition 2 of the book now has a different Amazon identity so the link in my original article no longer works.  I have attached a word 

document that gives the update to Edition 2 and the new Amazon link.  Peter Jenkins) 

This is the Second Edition of this book which has been re-written to describe how to fly the Great Britain 

Radio Control Aerobatic Association (GBRCAA) Clubman Schedule for 2022 onwards.  The book also 

now describes how to fly the GBRCAA Intermediate Schedule as some pilots start competition flying 

with this schedule. 

This book is a guide both for beginners as well as improvers to model aircraft precision aerobatics, or 

F3A, competition focused on the UK.  However, it is just as relevant anywhere else in the world as the 

issue of how to control an aerobatic model aircraft is not limited to a single geography!  If you are not 

interested in entering competitions, this book will bring you some of the knowledge and techniques that 

you would only pick up by attending them.  If you are sufficiently disciplined in your flying, there is no 

reason why you should not reach a good aerobatic standard after following the advice and guidance 

contained in this book. 

This is the book I would like to have had when I took up aerobatics and first entered competitions.  If 

like me, you have wanted to take up precision aerobatics but couldn’t find any resources to help you, 
this is the book for you.   

The book covers the basics of starting aerobatic flying, from when you have just gone solo, to helping 

you to get ready to take up the challenge of flying in aerobatic competitions. 

The book contains advice on how to set up your aircraft covering for example: centre of gravity position; 

engine/motor thrust lines; and control throws.  It then takes you through the basics of aerobatic 

manoeuvres with both diagrams and words.  Once over this initial phase, you will get much more detail 

about set up and trimming as well as how to fly large smooth manoeuvres ultimately taking account of 

the impact of the wind on the flight.  

The book contains a chapter on mini training schedules that allow you to build up your skills before 

describing how to fly the entry level aerobatic competition schedule used in Great Britain from 2022 onwards as well as the Intermediate Schedule.  Finally, I have included 

references to how you can access the resources to help you to progress from a practical flying viewpoint. 


